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Abstract:  
Unlike the standard materials, metallic nanoparticles offer enhancing the heat convertion rate which implies 
the maximum and average temperature boost significantly in the considered system. The work’s purpose is 
to examine heat transfer in the metallic nanoparticles which have been deposited on a glassy substrate, 
enabling the nanostructures thermoablation. Furthermore, the functionalized substrate is irradiated with mul-
ticolor-laser-sources, with a future perspective to develop a solar model. This is particularly crucial at improv-
ing efficiency in solar-collectors-based renewable energy sources. On the other hand, the theoretical investi-
gations which have been previously verified for a single laser source aim to demonstrate the unsteady tem-
perature and entropy increase in selected geometry cross-sections. The produced heat and the appropriate 
boundary conditions are calculated based on the advanced optics (Mie-Lorentz and Rayleigh-Drude theo-
ries) using an analytical approach. On the other hand, the temperature field and entropy production for the 
case study is being achieved via CFD simulations. The obtained results will be subsequently being applied in 
order to optimize the appropriate nanoparticle size and shape in operational work conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
The world sources of energy were grounded on fossil fuels above one hundred years ago due to their eff i-
ciency and common availability. It has been discovered, however, that their exploitation and extensive utiliza-
tion is contributing to have the greenhouse effect accelerated. Therefore, the diligent search of new alternate 
energy sources and their diversification has been a burning issue nowadays. Nonetheless, the majority of 
the renewable sources of energy do not provide the instant and powerful temperature increase at the same 
time, which may last either long hours or explode the costs of usage. Regrettably, many of the available 
techniques are based on the heat flux supply to the fluid-solid boundary, which implies a slow temperature 
increase in the whole system [1]. 
On the other hand, since the COVID-19 pandemic situation began, the peoples have realized the necessity 
of hand and room disinfections. Unlike the powerful chemical compounds, the overheating of viruses by 
reaching an appropriate temperature may reduce number of germs in a selected volume to virtually zero. In 
a similar way, tumors and cancers could be damaged completely, however there is the same problem with 
penetration in order not to kill healthy cells at the same time and in order to provide the noninvasiveness  
[2–3].   
In this moment, metallic nanoparticles emerge as a new strategy by using their own radiative properties. 
Their advantage is that they may freely travel through a microscale pipe, which increases temperature much 
faster than it is performed with a standard metal sheet. The future perspective is to apply them as an agent 
for solar collectors, steam production or germs inactivation. Although there are several papers which pro-
pose the nanofluidic flows in the context of mass and heat transfer [4 – 5], heat generation and nanoparti-
cles’ shape optimization are an abstruse issue and require to compute sophisticated formulas and equations 
that would be calculated numerically. 
Therefore, this work introduces and offers step by step some theoretical methods which are joined following 
the available models, which is Cattaneo-Vernotte equation for nanoparticles, Rayleigh-Drude approximation, 
Royer-Yamaguchi approach for a surface effect and the electromagnetic energy convertion into heat, which 
has been developing in authors’ papers. Likewise, the proposed theory is capable of being shifted for bulbs 
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and solar models. Moreover, the obtained results for the selected theory are revealed for the specially-
prepared system which was thermoablated using three lasers and which enables to study both convection 
moves and microscale heat transfer effects.  

2.  Theoretical models 
Heat transfer of light-ablated metallic nanoparticles is calculated in different methods, depending on the con-
sidered model. Nevertheless, most of them require using the hyperbolic energy equation, which is known as 
Cattaneo-Vernotte equation [7 – 8], and frequently is dedicated for pulsed light sources where temperature 
inside nanoparticles cannot be written as constant the whole time. For AuNRs, this equation is presented as 
follows: 

 (1) 

 (2) 

On the other hand, for the continuous light sources, like CW-lasers, the delivered heat is sufficiently low so 
as to have the hyperbolic energy equation reduced into the standard parabolic one. In this work, including 
gravity forces and Boussinesq approach, the utilized continuity, momentum and energy, turbulence and dis-
sipation equations are written by [5]: 

 (3) 

where: 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 (6) 

The most relevant factors, however, estimate this part of energy which is directly converted into heat from 
the incident light. Likewise, the formulas may be presented for fluids (and solids as well) and particles, re-
spectively as follows: 

 (7) 

 (8) 

The difference is visible as well in the absorption coefficient whose value is calculated via different ways. For 
continuous media, like homogeneous fluids or solids, the formula may be described by:  

 (9) 

For particles, however, the formula implies counting particle by particle, which obviously cannot be per-
formed. This is the reason why  refers to the number of the grouped particles which possess the same or 
similar dimensions. The commonly utilized theory, which solves the problem, is based on Rayleigh-Drude 
approximation whose advantage is the simplicity in adjusting both size, shape and distance effects [9 – 10]. 
The general formula are followed by [11 – 12]: 

  (10) 

Nevertheless, the situation which significantly distinguishes the converted rate is how far from the surface 
nanoparticles are located. For microsize pipes this effect is relevant only near walls, and here only nanofluid-
ic theories are utilized based on the heat transfer coefficient between fluid and particles [4 – 5]. Amongst 
many theories where the topic has been investigated, Smoluchowski theory, which is presented in [13 – 14], 
provides satisfactory solutions.  
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On the other hand, when nanoparticles are deposited on a surface, the interaction should be included with 
the surface effect which generally increases the optical cross sections, especially for elongated shapes, like 
nanodisks or nanorods. Here, Royer-Yamaguchi approach [15 – 16] appears to be a perfect solution due to 
the fact it includes both the surface and distance effect. In this work, the adjusted polarizabilities for rods are 
presented in the Appendix A. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that this method is immature for prolate 
structure, and provides the validity only for the symmetrical alignment of nanoparticles to each other. The 
other configurations, although they correspond much more to reality, are not supported with the abovemen-
tioned formulas, and this aspect would be under further investigations.  

Furthermore, total entropy generation, , is investigated using formula [21,33 – 35] for Boussinesq and turbu-
lent approach:  

 (11) 

This parameter determines the irreversibility rate of each process, and may reveal which irreversible pro-
cesses, friction in movement or heat transfer with conduction and forced or natural convection is dominant at 
each stadium of the simulations.  

3. Numerical proceedings 
3.1. Considered system 
In order to reduce the number of examined systems and to investigate the heat and mass transfer particular-
ly at the same time, it has been decided to create the model which is both simple to prepare, to simulate and 
to be proceeded in the target application. Fig. 1. outlines the system’s scheme from two sides. Gravitational 
forces works along the  direction in this model.  

 
 

Figure. 1.  Scheme of the created geometry and domains with boundary conditions applied in the simula-
tions (scale has not been saved). Violet lines highlight the considered planes in section “Results”.  

3.2. Boundary conditions 
In order to compute the results numerically, the considered system has been discretized into three grids. The 
calculations have been performed via Ansys.Fluent software (version 22.1) on the Tryton supercomputer of 
the TASK resources consisted of 72 cores (Intel®Xeon®Processor E5 v3 @ 2,3GHz) using the SIMPLE 
algorithm and the second-order scheme for the (2) – (9) equations. The control parameters have been estab-
lished on 0.5 excepting pressure and density whose values equals 0.3. The space and time tests are based 
on Roacher’s and Richardson’s extrapolations [17] so as to verify and minimize the numerical error. The 
utilized mesh for results is visible in fig. 2.  
Likewise, boundary conditions are specified assuming the system is kept in the adiabatic conditions, except-
ing the irradiated walls where mixed conditions are expected. Moreover, diffusive momentum flux, although 
they are coated on the glassy base, require using Marangoni’s stress for gold nanoparticles due to the pres-
ence of the organic compound (CTAB): 

    (13) 

where surface tension coefficient equals  [21]. 
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Figure. 2.  Applied discretized grid in the simulations from two sides. 

Furthermore, heat source, which are three lasers here with the incident wavelengths, ,  
,  , undergo the gaussian distribution in the space regime, accordingly: 

 (14) 

where each laser output power has been established on . These three lasers deliver the heat flux 
during 90 seconds (irradiation time). After this time, the system is being cooled.   

Table 1. details all mentioned assumptions, whereas table 2. reveals material thermal properties from litera-
ture.  

Table 1. Specified boundary conditions in the considered simulations 

No.  Material 
Type of 

boundary 
conditions 

Details 

(1) 
Bottom 

borosilicate 
glass 

Mixed 

 
 

 
 
 

(2) Air Outlet 
(Neumann) 

 
 

 

(3) Glue Neumann 
 

 

(4) 
Top  

borosilicate 
glass  

Mixed 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

(5) Gold sur-
face Neumann 
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Table 2. Material properties in the considered simulations. 

Material Density,   
 

Specific heat 
capacity,   

 

Thermal  
conductivity  

coefficient,   
 

Dynamic  
viscosity,  

 
Refer-
ences 

Borosilicate 
glass   

 
- [22,23] 

Gold 
nanorods    - [24,25] 

Air     [26-28] 

Glue     [29,30] 

4. Results 
Heat transfer results may be described by the mathematical functions whose solutions are determined by 
specified boundary conditions. Some results are based on Green’s or gaussian functions and are presented 
in [19 – 20]. The presence of forced and natural convection, however, which occurs in this work, implies the 
major functions’ complicity and therefore numerical methods are advisable.  

Results are being considered 5 μm above (top) (red color) and under (bottom) (blue color) glassy base, near 
the AuNRs platforms respectively. Fig. 3a. highlights maximum temperature vs time response, fig. 3b. pre-
sents the entropy changes, whereas fig. 3c outlines maximum velocity fluctuations. As may be noticed, max-
imum temperature reaches 33.225oC and 31.795oC above and under the top glass respectively, which is a 
promising temperature increase since the operating laser power is quite low. It is expected that higher values 
of power would significantly increase the maximum temperature of the system. On the other hand, this work 
assumes using the three wavelengths which do not correspond perfectly for the sun spectrum distribution.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure. 3. (a) Maximum temperature, (b) specific total entropy and (c) maximum velocity vs. time results 5 
μm above (top) (red color) and 5 μm under (bottom) (blue color) glassy base of the AuNRs platforms respec-
tively. Using dotted lines, sensitive moments in time are raised.  
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(top) (a) (bottom) 

  
(b) 

  
(c) 

  
(d) 

  
Figure. 4. (a) Temperature, (b) specific total and (c) dynamic entropy, (d) velocity contour plots 5 μm above 
(top) (red color) and 5 μm under (bottom) (blue color) glassy base of the AuNRs platforms respectively after 
90 seconds of the system irradiation. 

Furthermore, curve shapes are responsible for the heat rate and thermal properties of that the considered 
system consisted. As long as the quick temperature increase is explained via high value of material’s thermal 
diffusivities compared to gold, the steady state is obtained as a result of assumed adiabatic and insulated 
conditions at walls and of the air domains, respectively. Nonetheless, under the discussed theory in Appen-
dix A, many parameters, like nanoparticle’s dimensions or surface material, can be adjusted ensuring differ-
ent temperature changes and curve shapes. Each of these aspects should be examined particularly in the 
near future.  

Likewise, the obtained low values of velocity imply weak impact on the heat rate. As a matter of fact, thermal 
effects may have triggered the natural convective movement of the fluid associated with the distribution of 
the plate. Moreover, the results are expected to be distinguishable in the microscale region between glass 
and above the AuNRs-platform respectively. This may be noticed peering into both the differences of the 
maximum temperature and specific entropy for the considered surfaces. The explanations are searched in 
the thickness of the AuNRs platforms and the heat transfer coefficient which implies a lower value if the flow 
is weaker, which is clearly visible in fig. 3c. The flow, however, is governed by different phenomena. The top-
AuNRs-platform is exhibited for the forced convection and turbulence effects which is due to the gravity forc-
es.  
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This is the reason why dynamic entropies, which are presented in figs. 4c and 5c, are distinguishable to each 
other, and why are visible only very close to AuNRs platforms. In order to enforce the flow inside the mi-
croscale region, significantly higher pressures should be applied, which is not necessary for the top-AuNRs-
platform due to the assumed outlet condition. On the other hand, dynamic entropy is not a dominant process, 
which may be realized from total entropy contours which implies that and mainly heat transfer does the lion’s 
share in the whole simulation. 

Hence, heat is generally transported by conduction, whereas natural convection is directly responsible for 
the entropy generation. Dynamic entropy, which is caused by friction, is a few ranks lower than the static 
one. However, asymmetrical heat wave front, which is visible in the figures 4c and 5c, appears to be due to 
the natural convection, both near the top- and bottom-AuNRs-platforms. 

(top) (a) (bottom) 

  
(b) 

  
(c) 

  
(d) 

  
Figure. 5. (a) Temperature, (b) specific total and (c) dynamic entropy, (d) velocity contour plots 5 μm above 
(top) (red color) and 5 μm under (bottom) (blue color) glassy base of the AuNRs platforms respectively after 
10 seconds of the system cooling. 

Jagged contours may be explained following that Marangoni’s stress is responsible for the fluctuations pres-
ence which are intensified as a result of the turbulence effects due to convection forces. Moreover, it is sup-
posed that heat is transported as a result of the convection processes which implies the turbulence influ-
ence, even if the flow takes low values. Another issue occurs at the rectangular boundaries where the con-
tours appear to be discontinuous due to the fact that there are located the material boundaries, and the ma-
terial properties abruptly vary. These discontinuities are common phenomena manifested at the micro- and 
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nanoscale, with velocity slip, transpiration mobility and Marangoni’s stress among the dominant effects [36-
39]. 

Furthermore, the jumpy variations may be noticed in the velocity vs time plot where the curve does not pos-
sess a smooth character. This is not observed in the bottom-AuNRs platform where the curve is deprived of 
the discontinuities, and where the turbulence is significantly weaker. It is also worth mentioned that the 
curves have been improved via decreasing mesh size as long as the satisfactory quality obtains, and every 
simulation has provided a similar feedback. 

5. Summary 
Metallic nanostructures, although they are followed with standard Boltzmann transport equations, require 
utilizing sophisticated mathematics which implies the problem complexity in boundary conditions. In this 
work, microscale heat transfer and convection moves have been raised and discussed. This paper suggests 
that there is a possibility to apply metallic nanoparticles in real energy or biomedical applications. Their un-
questionable advantage is heating them inside pipes, which omits the problem of the low heat transfer coef-
ficient of the exterior surfaces. Moreover, the utilized model, although NRs are not truly present, the interac-
tion between NRs and light is the response based on the physical phenomena. The approach, however, 
does not require to calculate many equations, which definitely may accelerate the simulation compared to 
the available full optical approaches, like DO model.   

Furthermore, the outlined theoretical results reveal that even relatively low values of the laser powers are 
sufficient so as to obtain a significant temperature increase. In this work, the maximum value has reached 

=9.225oC. Although higher temperature may be provided by manipulation of nanoparticle’s properties or 
stronger light sources, it should be taken into account the heat transfer is strictly conjugated with the conduc-
tion where heat spreads decreasing the maximum value supporting the average one. On the other hand, the 
competition between force and natural convection also is not trivial, which has been present and been stud-
ied thoroughly in this work as well. In this work, the forced convection influence has been discovered not to 
do the lion’s share due to the weak flow near the AuNRs platforms.  

It is being predicted, however, this effect would be much more visible e.g. in solar collectors where AuNRs 
shall move freely and be exposed to the high stresses due to the forced convection. Nonetheless, the con-
sidered topic takes the advantage and encourages further investigations due its promising temperature in-
crease in the imitating-systems which may be used in energy or biomedical applications. 
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Appendix A 
This part studies the applied formula for electrical polarizabilities applied for the substrate effect of the used 
nanostructures. Due to the surface effect and anisotropy of considered nanostructures, several formulas are 
calculated and specified for 130 x 130 different sizes of  and . The general boundary condition for the 
total polarizability is described as follows: 

  (A.1) 

The substrate and distance effects are described by Royer-Yamaguchi approach [15 -16], where the aniso-
tropic factor, , is perpendicular along the -axis, as follows: 

 
(A.2) 

Surface polarizabilities are assumed for the prolate ellipsoids which are the complex functions, as follows: 
 (A.3) 

 (A.4) 

Contrary to ellipsoids, rods possess the flat long dimension which contributes to appear new dipole configu-
rations. It was discovered by Fuchs publication [18] in which the charge arrangements of edgy shapes (trian-
gles, cubes, octahedrons etc.) The publication implies that the dipole arrangement in a nanoparticle may be 
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specified by a certain parameter in order to solve and establish the other dipole configurations. As long as 
the along axes tend to spherical distribution, ( ), the situation changes in rods. It 
is assumed to exist the new configuration where dipoles are arranged at the very opposites diagonal indicat-

ing  and , 

which are projected on the main space diagonal of a rod for - and -, - axes respectively. Fig. A.1 demon-
strates these four assumed charge arrangements which have been adjusted to the -oriented particles than 
are deposited on the -axis surface. The assumed parameters and properties for the abovementioned for-
mulas are highlighted in tables A.1 and A.2. 

Table A.1: Nanorods assumed parameters  
General parameters Assumed value 
NPs general size,  x  x  15 x 15 x 55 nm 
Coating thickness,  4 nm 
Average NP – NP distance,  140 nm   
Nanoparticles concentration,   m-3 

Table A.2: Electrical properties for the utilized three wavelength values  
Wavelength dependence parameters    References 
Permittivity of air (humidity – 15%),  1.103112 1.102395 1.101639 [30,32] 
Permittivity of borosilicate glass,  2.308880 2.294619 2.281912 [22] 
Gold electrical permittivity,     -4.660220 -12.183069 -25.035329 

[31] 
  2.346720 1.1734087 1.564609 

 
Figure. A.1. Electric dipole configurations which have been considered in the calculations for 15-15-55-nm 
gold nanorods (orange color) coated by a 4-nm organic compound (green color). 

Nomenclature 
Roman letters 

  absorption coefficient of the -particle,  
 absorption coefficient of the continuous material,  

 absorption cross section of the -particle,  
  extinction cross section of the -particle,  
  scattered cross section of the -particle,  

 specific heat capacity,  
  symmetric rate of deformation,  

  longer diameter of the -nanoparticle,  
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  shorter diameter of the -nanoparticle,  
  size of the nanoparticle’s coating,  

  specific energy,  
 turbulence kinetic energy generation due to velocity gradients,    
 turbulence kinetic energy generation due to buoyancy forces,    

gravity,  
 heat transfer coefficient,  

 initial intensity laser profile,  
  absorbed part of the -particle,  

  first invariant of the strain rate,  
  unit tensor, -  

  effective thermal conductivity coefficient,  
 subsequent laser source 

 light-NR interaction thickness,  
 turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic energy, - 
 turbulent Prandtl number for rate of dissipation, - 

 Prandtl number, - 
  pressure ( ) 
 reflection coefficient of the -nanoparticle,  
 reflection coefficient of the continuous material,  
 beam sizes of laser sources,  

 Reynolds stress tensor 
  radius – spherical coordinate,  

  source of energy for fluids,  
  source of energy for the -particle,  

  temperature,  
 initial temperature at the ,  

  time,  
 distance between particles,  

  velocity of the fluid,  
 speed of sound,  

  diffusive momentum flux,  
 Cartesian’s coordinates, - 

Greek letters 
  polarizability of the -particle,  
 anisotropic factor for distance and surface effects, - 
 thickness of the considered material,  
  permittivity of the host medium, - 

 permittivity of the base where NRs are embedded, - 
 turbulent energy dissipation,  
  incident wavelength,  
  molecular viscosity,  
  eddy viscosity,  

  nanoparticles concentration,  
  density of a material,  
 surface tension parameter,  
 prolation parameter, - 

Slavic letters 
 thermal expansion coefficient,  
 relaxation time,  

Others 
  symbol of partial derivative 
  symbol of imaginary unit 

  imaginary part of a complex expression 
 turbulent kinetic energy 
 associated Legendre polynomials of a first kind 
 associated Legendre polynomials of a second kind 
  real part of a complex expression 
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Subscripts and superscripts 
  air 
  diffusivity 
  fluid 
  selected number 
 long or distance  
 material 

  in reference to initial conditions 
 short 
 turbulent 

transposition 
Abbreviations 

  absorption 
  divergence 
  effective 
  exponent 
  extinction 
  gradient 

 nanoparticle 
nanorods 
photon 

  scattering 
  surface 

 in reference to Yamaguchi approach 
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